
 

 

  

 

SWAPS Factsheet: 

 

Swaps is used in conjunction with our Fixed Income Haircut (FIH) module for the following: 

  

1. CDS Swaps:  These are charged per the maturity/basis spread matrix shown in the proposed 

rule.  Hedging relief will be given for long the actual security/long a CDS on that security or short 

the actual security/short a CDS on that security.  The rule allows netting of long/short CDS swaps 

that reference the same entity/obligation and credit event trigger and are in adjacent maturity 

bands.  If the user can provide trigger event codes, it is possible the Swap Solution will perform 

the netting if LDB and users can agree on a method to identify ‘same entity/obligation.’ Until that 

method is established, this netting will NOT be included in the Swap Solution.   

 

2. CDS Index Swaps:  These will be charged per the maturity/basis spread matrix for CDS Swaps 

with the charges reduced by 1/3rd. The system will recognize relief for long/short CDS Index 

Swaps on the same index (as indicated by underlying cusip field) and that satisfy the requirements 

of the rule in regards to maturity category, basis spread and time between maturity of the hedging 

legs. NO RELIEF WILL BE GIVEN FOR A CDS INDEX SWAP HEDGED BY A BASKET OF CDS 

SWAPS.   

 

3. Interest Rate Swaps (IRS):  The user will be responsible for creating the long/short synthetic 

bond positions from each interest rate swap and for defining maturity date for each synthetic per 

the rule.  Interest Rate Swaps will go into paragraph A with Government securities and could be 

hedged with government securities (per (A)) and non-convertible corporate bonds (per (F)). In 

order to abide by the rule’s 1% minimum IRS charge, the system will apply the 1% charge to the 

greater of long/short IRS in each government bond maturity sub category.   

 

4. All other security based swaps:  All of these will pass through the LDB Fixed Income system. 

Each swap will be included in the charges ordained by the appropriate 15c3-1 paragraph, i.e., 

corporate bond swap with corporate bonds in F and equity swaps with equities in J, along with 

the actual securities.  We believe that a corporate bond swap would be eligible to hedge against 

corporate and government bonds per subparagraphs of F. Likewise government bond swaps 

would be eligible to hedge against corporate and government bonds per subparagraphs of A.  

Note: that if equity swaps are being hedged by options, these should be fed through the RBH 

system once OCC adds equity swaps to their PL files. Option hedged equity swaps are NOT part 

of this specification.   

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

User requirements:  

 

1. Subscribe to FIH 

 

2. Prepare additional import file of swaps with additional information required to perform proper swap 

charge calculations, including but not limited to Swap Type, underlying Cusip, Industry code, 

default trigger code, underlying corporate entity and basis spread.   

 

3. User is responsible for including both sides of interest rate swaps with proper maturity in the Swap 

import records. 

 

Swaps require these additional fields -   

1. CDSI: Require USI, UNDERLYING CUSIP and SPREAD  

  

2.  CDS: Require USI, UNDERLYING CUSIP, and SPREAD.       

  A - Future plans would require ENTITY and TRIGGER for netting.  

  

3. 3 - IRS: USI   

 


